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The development of techniques that reduce the losses in the endwall region is an important
area of research as it supports an increase in the turbine design space through the use of
higher lift blade designs while maintaining high efﬁciency. Several active and passive shape
contouring methods that reduce losses generated by the secondary ﬂow have been developed and investigated on a high-lift front-loaded low-pressure turbine research proﬁle in
a low-speed linear cascade conﬁguration. This paper summarizes and compares alterations
to the three-dimensional secondary ﬂow ﬁeld by the application of three different techniques: blade proﬁle contouring, optimized endwall shape contouring, and localized low
mass coefﬁcient jets. Each method was applied to identical research blade proﬁles and compared in the same linear cascade wind tunnel resulting in a unique perspective into the loss
reduction mechanisms associated with each technique. The design strategy will be discussed along with a detailed description of changes to the secondary ﬂow ﬁeld using inand out-of-passage total pressure loss measurements and high-speed stereoscopic particle
image velocimetry. The key ﬁndings include the loss reduction mechanisms associated with
each approach and the manipulation of key endwall ﬂow structures such as the passage
vortex and a strong suction surface corner separation. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4050599]
Keywords: turbine aerodynamic design, ﬂuid dynamics and heat transfer phenomena in
compressor and turbine components of gas turbine engines

1 Introduction
Progress in numerical design techniques and computational
speed have supported research efforts toward the expansion of the
low-pressure turbine (LPT) aerodynamic design space. The LPT
accounts for a considerable portion of the overall engine size and
weight. Researchers have noted the potential for improved blade
designs to positively impact the weight [1], cost, and part count
of the engine. Praisner et al. [2] showed that the historical trend is
moving toward reducing the number of airfoils in the LP turbine
to decrease both the engine weight and life-cycle cost. Two key
design parameters that drive weight and part count are the work
output per stage and the blade loading coefﬁcient. These two parameters can be manipulated during design to impact the footprint and
the performance of the LP turbine section by increasing the loading
of each blade [3].
As blade loading is increased in the LPT, aerodynamic challenges must be overcome to maintain the high efﬁciency of
modern designs. These challenges include low Reynolds number
conditions at engine cruise, and complex three-dimensional vortical
ﬂows in the passage hub and tip regions. The former can lead to
laminar boundary layer separation resulting in an increase in
proﬁle losses and a decrease in loading. In the endwall region, highlift blade designs augment secondary losses due to an increase in
endwall surface area with stronger three-dimensional ﬂows. Each
of these phenomena pose a challenge to numerical design tools.
The design and subsequent veriﬁcation in a high-speed rotating
turbine facility of a highly loaded LPT is described in Schmitz
et al. [3]. The design process included the use of three-dimensional
unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS). Detailed
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experimental measurements in the rotating turbine facility conﬁrmed good overall agreement with the design predictions;
however, modeling challenges remained in the endwall and secondary ﬂow regions [3].
While the basic mean secondary ﬂow model has been known for
years, see for example the review paper of Langston [4], there is
on-going computational and experimental research by several
groups working toward better physical understanding and modeling
of high-lift LPT aerodynamics. Various loss reduction strategies for
the secondary ﬂow region have been developed including passive
techniques such as endwall surface shaping or contouring [5–7],
proﬁle contouring near the blade/endwall junction [8–12], and
endwall fences [13,14]. These approaches are typically optimized
for a single ﬂow condition. Active ﬂow control (AFC) techniques
have also been proposed, which can be employed in an on-demand
fashion and optimized in real-time to perform efﬁciently over a
range of ﬂow conditions. However, AFC is more complex to implement, consists of additional hardware, and requires energy input.
Studies that have attempted AFC in turbines often involve ﬂuid
injection and/or removal to strategically disrupt certain ﬂow features. Bloxham and Bons used suction holes on the endwall to
either remove the low momentum ﬂuid from the passage vortex
(PV) or to alter the cross-passage trajectory of the vortex in a highlift LPT passage [15]. Both strategies resulted in loss reductions.
Benton et al. [16] used pitched/skewed steady jets along the
suction surface which forced the PV away from the SS to achieve
signiﬁcant loss reduction. Large momentum coefﬁcients were
used with steady jet actuation; however, lower mass ﬂowrates
were also found to be effective when the jets were pulsed [17]. It
was also thought that at one particular pulsing frequency, natural
instabilities in the ﬂow ﬁeld were taken advantage of allowing for
more efﬁcient loss reduction.
Low mass ratio (MR) localized wall-normal jet actuation in the
vicinity of the pressure side leg of the horseshoe vortex was investigated using high-ﬁdelity numerical simulation by Gross et al. [18].
The simulations showed that the secondary ﬂow could be manipulated through such a technique; however, the early simulations
resulted in a modest improvement in total pressure loss. Related
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experiments in a low-speed linear cascade were developed with a
similar localized jet arrangement, described in Refs. [19–21], with
each study ﬁnding that the jet arrangement resulted in a loss reduction and manipulation of the three-dimensional secondary ﬂow.
The present work focuses on secondary loss reduction strategies
for high-lift LPT airfoils. Detailed measurements of endwall proﬁle
contouring, endwall shape contouring, and localized low mass ratio
endwall jets are brought together to describe their inﬂuence on aerodynamic loss generation through a low-speed linear cascade of
front-loaded high-lift airfoils. Portions of data collected and
reported separately in Refs. [21–25] are combined with new data
and analysis to provide insight into the ﬂow physics associated
with each of the three different secondary ﬂow loss techniques.

Sections 2.1–2.4 describe the secondary ﬂow ﬁeld and loss generation through the high-lift front-loaded research proﬁle used in the
present study, followed by a summary of the three different loss
reduction techniques detailed in this paper.
2.1 Endwall Flow Description. A series of high-lift airfoil
proﬁles were designed at the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL) to study the low Reynolds number aerodynamics which
challenge numerical design codes. Each proﬁle maintains the
same design inlet and exit angles as the Pratt and Whitney Pack
B proﬁle ﬂow geometry. The incompressible Zweifel coefﬁcient
(Zw) spans 1.34–1.59 across the series of airfoils. In addition to
varying the loading coefﬁcient, the peak loading location was
also varied resulting in high-lift proﬁles with front, mid, and aft
loading.
The front-loaded L2F proﬁle (Zw = 1.59) described in Ref. [26] is
used in the present study. The blade has a 38% greater loading level
than the Pack B airfoil. The design process resulted in a high-lift
airfoil with good mid-span Reynolds lapse characteristics.
The L2F has been the subject of numerous detailed cascade
studies into the secondary ﬂow physics in the passage of a
front-loaded high-lift airfoil. An Implicit Large Eddy Simulation
(ILES) of the passage ﬂow was developed and compared with the
experiments in Gross et al. [27]. The numerical model showed
excellent agreement with low-speed cascade measurements including three-dimensional secondary ﬂow structures and total pressure
loss generation. A diagram of the dominant time-averaged secondary ﬂow structures is shown in Fig. 1(a). The incoming boundary
layer separates as it encounters the passage pressure gradient. A
horseshoe vortex structure is formed at the leading-edge junction
with the endwall. One leg of the vortex moves toward the suction
surface, and the other toward the pressure side. These two vortices
are often referred to as the suction side and pressure side legs of the
horseshoe vortex, abbreviated here as SSHV and PSHV. The PSHV
extends across the passage toward the suction surface of the adjacent blade forming a vortex line. In the case of the front-loaded
L2F airfoil, both the ILES and numerous experiments have
shown the SSHV decreases in strength rapidly as it moves along
the L2F suction surface side of the passage.
The incoming boundary layer separates along the primary separation line (not shown) followed by a separated shear layer that rolls
up into the PSHV vortex core line which extends from near the pressure side blade leading edge across the passage. Both simulations
and experiments (e.g., Refs. [28,29]) have shown that the vortex
intermittently loses coherence, ﬂuctuates in strength, and its position undulates in the pitchwise direction. The vortex core line is
strengthened by the secondary ﬂow across the passage. The threedimensional structure is referred to as the PV as it extends across
the passage and interacts with a strong corner separation near the
suction surface trailing edge. An additional vortex structure is generated along the suction surface corner separation with the same
sense of rotation as the PSHV and PV, see cross section in
Fig. 1(a). This rotational structure is referred to as the suction
091007-2 / Vol. 143, SEPTEMBER 2021

Fig. 1 L2F secondary ﬂow: (a) diagram describing the dominant
endwall vortical structures and (b) experimental measurements
of total pressure loss development (data from Ref. [22])

side corner separation vortex (SSCSV). At the trailing edge, an
additional vortex structure extends downstream with opposite
sense of rotation labeled as the counter rotating shed vortex. Additional detailed discussion of the L2F mean secondary ﬂow can be
found in Refs. [22,27].
Total pressure loss development through the passage is shown in
Fig. 1(b) using measurements from Ref. [22]. The mean secondary
ﬂow structures can be related to the regions of high-loss, with the
loss breakdown process initiated primarily through shear. While
there is a region of elevated loss in the vicinity of the PV, the
largest region of loss generation occurs in the area of the SSCSV
where there is strong interaction with both the PV and mean ﬂow
along the suction surface located above the SSCSV.
2.2 Proﬁle Contouring. Three different proﬁle contours have
been developed for the L2F proﬁle and tested in a low-speed linear
cascade wind tunnel. Each of the three shapes are shown in Fig. 2,
from two different viewing perspectives. The diagrams in the top
row were generated from the computational design, and the photographs in the bottom row show the test articles. Each proﬁle is a variation of a low stagger angle, high-lift proﬁle shape called the
L2F-LS described in Lyall et al. [10]. The low stagger proﬁle produced less endwall losses; however, it generated greater proﬁle
losses than the L2F shape. The L2F-LS proﬁle was blended into
the L2F shape at the endwall to produce the ﬁrst “ﬁllet” like
shape labeled as the EF [10]. The L2F-EF conﬁguration produced
reduced secondary losses through the passage. Two additional
Transactions of the ASME
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2 Loss Reduction Techniques

Fig. 2 Endwall proﬁle contour shapes, two different viewing
angles are shown for clarity: (a) L2F-EF, (b) L2F-EF2, and
(c) L2F-EB

2.3 Endwall Contouring. Two different endwall contour
shapes have been designed for the L2F proﬁle, as shown in
Fig. 3. The ﬁrst shape could be called typical of those found in
the open literature and is referred to as EWC1. The design and
experimental validation of the EWC1 was described in Ref. [23].
The second contour was described by Dickel et al. [24] using a
genetic algorithm (GA) with downstream total pressure loss as
the cost function. The GA resulted in a highly contoured shape
with a hill near the leading-edge pressure surface, long narrow
ridge through the passage near the suction surface, and a deep
valley along the suction surface. The numerical design process
and experimental validation is described in Ref. [24].
2.4 Localized Endwall Jets. Numerical simulations in
Ref. [18] investigated the use of localized ﬂuidic forcing in the
endwall region to reduce secondary ﬂow losses. Steady and
pulsed disturbances with small mass ratios were introduced in the
vicinity of the leading edge adjacent to the PSHV to perturb the
endwall ﬂow. The simulations found that the localized ﬂuid injection resulted in a small reduction in total pressure loss and weakened the coherence of the passage vortex. In a similar manner,
experiments were developed in a low-speed linear cascade to
further investigate the arrangement including the effect of jet parameters on pressure loss. The localized low mass ratio endwall jet

3 Experimental Setup
All experimental measurements were acquired in the AFRL LowSpeed Wind Tunnel Facility’s linear cascade. The test section was
conﬁgured with seven linear L2F blades. A splitter plate was
installed for secondary ﬂow studies and is shown in Fig. 5. The
plate extended upstream and downstream from the cascade to generate a clean incoming boundary layer. The outline of the splitter
plate is similar to the cascade conﬁgurations described in
Ref. [31]. The splitter plate had an elliptic leading-edge proﬁle,
and its length could be varied to produce various boundary layer
states.
The baseline ﬂow conditions and blade parameters are listed in
Table 1. It should be noted that the passage had a large aspect
ratio (AR) 4.17 and relatively thin incoming boundary layer thickness relative to span (2.2%H ) compared with many other endwall
studies in the literature.
All measurements were obtained with an incoming Reynolds
number of 1.0 × 105 based on incoming ﬂow velocity and blade
axial chord. The incoming ﬂow velocity was measured using a
Pitot-static probe mounted 1.5Cx upstream from the cascade
leading edge. The dynamic pressure was measured by a 0–0.4
in H2O Druck pressure transducer. Total pressures loss measurements were acquired by measuring the difference between a downstream total pressure probe and the upstream total pressure. Total
pressure loss coefﬁcient γ was calculated by normalizing the total
pressure loss measurement by incoming dynamic pressure
γ=

pt,in − pt,out
1 2
ρU
2 in

(1)

Total pressure loss measurements were made using a custom
in-line Kiel probe described in Ref. [32]. In-passage measurements
were obtained by traversing a single in-line Kiel probe. Total pressure loss coefﬁcient measurements downstream of the passage were
obtained by traversing a rake of ﬁve total pressure probes across

Fig. 3 L2F endwall contour shapes [23,24]: (a) EWC1 and (b) EWC2
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variations of the proﬁle contouring were developed, the EF2 and EB
shapes, which were ﬁrst described in Refs. [12,30]. The EF2 shape
maintained the low stagger angle of the L2F-LS proﬁle with a variation of the leading-edge angle, which has been rotated so that it
aligns with design inlet ﬂow angle at the stagnation point. A third
shape was generated by blending the L2F-LS with L2F a distance
away from the endwall at the incoming boundary layer thickness
rather than the junction of the blade with the endwall. This produced
a “bulb” like shape that was labeled as the EB, which resembles a
blended fence shape on the pressure surface that wraps around
the leading edge and extends along the suction surface.

arrangement is shown in Fig. 4. A circular array of small mass
ratio wall-normal jets were positioned near the PV liftoff line, and
experimental measurements are described in Refs. [19,20].
Babcock et al. [21] investigated the changes in total pressure loss
through L2F passages under the inﬂuence of the jets. In-passage
total pressure loss distributions from Ref. [21] are combined with
new results from an expanded measurement campaign to better
assess the relationship between passage total pressure loss reductions and localized jet parameters (e.g., mass ratio, frequency, and
jet duty cycle (DC)). New in-passage velocimetry measurements
which focus on the time-averaged secondary ﬂow response with
high and low duty cycle jets are also presented in this paper.
Further analysis of the dynamic response of the secondary ﬂow to
jet actuation using high-speed stereo particle image velocimetry
(SPIV) can be found in Ref. [25].

Fig. 4 Localized endwall jet conﬁguration

Fig. 5 Linear cascade wind tunnel layout—top view

one-pitch and from the endwall up to 40% span. Integral values of
total pressure loss coefﬁcient (γPS) reported in Sec. 4.2 are areaaverages of the passage measured 1.5Cx downstream from the
cascade leading edge. Differences in integrated passage total pressure loss coefﬁcient of the modiﬁed endwall ﬂow compared with
the baseline planar endwall geometry (ΔγPS) are used to compare
the beneﬁt of each technique. The total pressure loss data in this
paper are from multiple experimental measurement campaigns,
and the delta loss coefﬁcients are calculated relative to the individual baseline loss value obtained for each measurement campaign to
provide the most self-consistent assessment of loss reduction provided by each technique. Signiﬁcant effort was spent obtaining reliable and repeatable integrated total pressure loss data. The

Values are calculated using the velocity components with respect
to the secondary coordinate system (in-plane) and normalized using
Cx and Uin. Time-averaged velocity vectors and Q-criterion calculated from the SPIV are included in the present paper. A
minimum of 12,500 instantaneous image pairs were acquired and
averaged for each case. Further detailed analysis using the highspeed SPIV data set to describe the response of the passage secondary ﬂow to the localized endwall jets was included in Ref. [25].
Surface oil ﬂow visualization was used to quickly assess changes
in the secondary ﬂow topology due to the various loss reduction
strategies. The technique consisted of spraying a thin layer of a
mineral oil and ﬂuorescent dye mixture across the endwall
surface. The tunnel ﬂow was turned on and the surface stresses
redistributed the oil mixture highlighting the near wall ﬂow structures such as the path of the PV and the corner separation. In
some cases, isopropanol was added to the mixture which resulted
in a streaked pattern showing the skin friction direction, making it
easier to identify separation points. An ISSI Inc. high-power LED
lamp (460 nm) was used to illuminate the oil/dye mixture. Two
LaVision 5 MP sCMOS cameras were used to acquire images
that when stitched together showed the entire passage from 0.3Cx
upstream of the leading edge to the trailing edge. The camera
lenses were ﬁtted with 532 nm bandpass ﬁlters to image the oil/
dye mixture resulting in a high contrast image.
For the localized endwall jets, measurements were collected at
different blowing conditions by varying pulsing frequency, duty
cycle (percentage of time the valves are open), and for comparison:
steady and baseline (no blowing) runs. Frequency is expressed as a
reduced frequency
F+ =

Table 1 Linear cascade dimensions and inlet conditions
Axial chord, Cx
Pitch/axial chord, S/Cx
Cascade span/axial chord, AR, H/Cx
Inlet design ﬂow angle (from axial), αin
Exit design ﬂow angle, αex
Inlet Reynolds number
Design Zweifel coefﬁcient (Zw)
Freestream turbulence intensity
Boundary layer thickness

091007-4 / Vol. 143, SEPTEMBER 2021

15.24 cm
1.221
4.17
35 deg
−60 deg
1.0 × 105
1.59
3%
2.2%H

f · SSL
UPS

(3)

made dimensionless by the mean convective time of ﬂow through
the passage. The magnitude of blowing, blowing ratio (BR), is
determined by the ratio of the peak jet velocity to cascade inlet velocity (Eq. (4)). This was found from a jet characterization study using
a TSI 1211-20 hot-ﬁlm connected to a TSI IFA-300 anemometer
system with the sensor mounted immediately above the center of
the center jet hole outside of the tunnel
BR =

U jet,max
Uin

(4)
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uncertainty of total pressure loss coefﬁcient (γ) measurements in
exit plane is estimated at ±0.0025. Numerous measurements of
the area-averaged total pressure loss at the baseline ﬂow conditions
resulted in an uncertainty of less than ±0.25% based on
repeatability.
The velocity ﬁeld through the passage in the endwall region was
measured using high-speed SPIV. Two Phantom VEO 640L 4 MP
cameras in combination with a Photonics DM30 Dual Head 527 nm
Nd:YLF 30 mJ laser were used to acquire image pairs. A LaVision
Programmable Timing Unit (PTU) and DAVIS 8 software were used
to control timing, calibrate, acquire, and calculate the velocity
vector ﬁelds from each raw image pair. Additional image processing of the vector ﬁelds was accomplished using in-house processing
codes. Measurements were acquired at ∼2.5 kHz. Final spatial resolution was typically 1.1 vectors/mm (167.8 vectors/Cx). The location of the laser sheet and SPIV measurement plane are shown in
Fig. 4. The plane was aligned perpendicular to the exit ﬂow direction and placed across the passage to capture the characteristics of
the passage vortex.
Q-criterion, Q, is used to visualize and estimate the rotational
strength of vortices and calculated using Eq. (2) for 2D velocity
information [33]
 
 2 
1 ∂u 2
∂v
∂u ∂v
(2)
+
−
Q=−
2 ∂x
∂y
∂y ∂x

In actual application in a gas turbine engine, the pressurized air
feeding this pneumatic system would come at a cost since it
would have to be supplied from the compressor. Energy is
expended to compress the air in the compressor. The air would be
bled off and bypass the combustor, therefore, not performing
work. In order to comparatively assess this cost among different
blowing settings, the mass ratio was deﬁned


πND2jet
1 U jet
(5)
× 100%
MR =
2 Uin H · S · cos(αin )

Cμ =



πND2jet
1 U jet 2
× 100%
2 Uin H · S · cos(αin )

(6)

4 Results
4.1 Secondary Flow Structures. The baseline L2F secondary
ﬂow was described in Sec. 2.1. New oil ﬂow visualization along the
endwall surface is shown in Fig. 6 with the time-averaged velocity
ﬁeld in the SPIV measurement plane shown in the inset. The ﬂood
of Q-criterion from the SPIV has been overlaid on the oil ﬂow
image to highlight the region of rotational ﬂow associated with
the PV. A circular portion of the oil ﬂow image where the localized
endwall jet holes were located has been blanked out. The location of
the PV and strong corner separation can be identiﬁed by demarcation lines between regions where the surface stresses change direction and magnitude. Along these boundaries the oil and dye
accumulates providing a visual indication of near wall ﬂow features.
Two such signatures can be easily identiﬁed in the images and have

Fig. 6 L2F with planar endwall surface oil ﬂow visualization
overlaid with time-averaged Q-criterion ﬂood from SPIV
measurements
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Fig. 7 Vortex positional shift due to various proﬁle contouring
designs

been labeled as “PV liftoff line” and “corner separation line.” A
more thorough analysis of the L2F endwall topology based on
ILES was included in Ref. [27]. The analysis showed two saddle
points associated with a primary and secondary separation line.
The PV liftoff line is the secondary separation line corresponding
to the location of the PV. The overlap in the time-averaged position
of the vortex based on velocity measurements compared with the
PV liftoff line shows excellent agreement between the two data
sets. The existence of the corner separation line is indicative of a
strong interaction between the ﬂow between the primary and secondary separation lines and the suction surface as described by
Sieverding [34].
With agreement between the PV position and liftoff line established, the location of the PV liftoff line was extracted from the
endwall oil ﬂow visualization to visualize the change in the position of the PV when different proﬁle contours (Fig. 7), and
endwall jets conﬁgurations (Fig. 8), were used. The application
of either proﬁle moves the position of the PV forward in the
passage compared with the baseline, with the EF producing the
greatest shift in position. The location of the primary separation
was also observed to shift upstream and the saddle point toward
the pressure side when the proﬁle contouring was applied. This
equates to a reduction in the distance between the primary and secondary separation lines and the amount of low momentum ﬂow
migrating toward the suction surface corner separation region.
Numerous planes of Q contours throughout the passage of the
cascade for both the baseline ﬂow case and EF proﬁle were compared in Refs. [11,22]. Both studies found a decrease in inlet
boundary layer separation and a weaker PV that had shifted
forward in the passage when the EF proﬁle was used, in agreement
with the present oil ﬂow visualization.
The application of the localized endwall jets produced a similar,
but larger upstream shift in the PV location. Steady jet actuation
resulted in the greatest reduction in distance between the primary
and secondary separation lines compared with the proﬁle
contouring.
Time-averaged Q-criterion ﬂoods calculated from the vector ﬁeld
measurements for the L2F-EF proﬁle contouring and endwall jet
cases are compared in Fig. 9. The background of each image
SEPTEMBER 2021, Vol. 143 / 091007-5
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where the ratio of the jet mass injection to that of the mass ﬂux
through half of the passage (assuming the AFC method is implemented on both endwalls). This deﬁnition is consistent with
similar studies, see for example Ref. [16]. It was assumed that the
jet velocity (from the hot-ﬁlm results) is uniform over the area of
the jet and the same for each jet hole. Likewise, the momentum
coefﬁcient, Cµ, is similarly deﬁned

position also shifted and its strength was reduced when the jets
were pulsed. Comparing pulsing at Fj + = 1.2 with a high and low
DC shows that the vortex position changes are similar for both
case; however, the higher DC and mass ratio is required to
produce a large reduction in the strength. At the reduced frequency
of Fj + = 0.4, the vortex positions shifted without a major reduction
in strength.

shows the time-averaged velocity vectors for the baseline case with
Q-criterion ﬂood. The Q = 20 contour for each case was superimposed on the baseline ﬁeld to provide a comparison of the mean
vortex position and strength. The PV decreased in strength when
the proﬁle contouring, pulsed or steady jets were used (Fig. 9(a)).
The largest decrease in vortex rotational strength occurred with
proﬁle contouring. The endwall jets produced a larger positional
shift toward the blade suction surface consistent with the oil ﬂow
visualization. Two vortices were present in the mean ﬂow with
steady jet actuation. A weaker PV is generated that has shifted
toward the suction surface, while a second structure is present
toward the pressure surface (right side of image in Fig. 9). This
second structure is believed to be the result of the jet oriented in
cross-ﬂow which is well known to produce streamwise vortices
[25]. A weak signature of the pressure side vortex was also
visible in the steady jet oil ﬂow visualization.
The PV position and strength under various jet pulsing are compared in Fig. 9(b) to the baseline unactuated case. The vortex

Fig. 9 Comparison of PV positional shift: (a) baseline ﬂow compared with proﬁle contouring and localized endwall jets and
(b) baseline ﬂow compared with various jet pulsing frequencies

091007-6 / Vol. 143, SEPTEMBER 2021

Fig. 10 Experimental measurements of secondary loss development through a passage with endwall proﬁle contouring
(data from Ref. [22]): (a) L2F, (b) L2F-EF, (c) L2F-EF2, and
(d) L2F-EB
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Fig. 8 Vortex positional shift due to steady and pulsed localized
jets

4.2 Loss Development. The inﬂuence of both the proﬁle contouring and the endwall jets on the separation lines and passage
vortex strength is evident from the oil ﬂow visualization and
in-passage SPIV measurements. Total pressure loss coefﬁcient
was measured in two-dimensional planes through the passage to
show loss generation. The loss generation with proﬁle contouring
is shown compared with the baseline case in Fig. 10. The L2F-EF
loss contours were compared with the L2F baseline in Ref. [22].
Sequential planes of SPIV along with an ILES of the endwall
ﬂow were used to describe loss generation in relation to the vortical
structures. Findings included that the L2F-EF proﬁle resulted in a
reduction in the losses associated with the PV and a compression
of the secondary ﬂow losses toward the endwall. The proﬁle
contour reduced the strength of the loss associated with the PV;
however, the loss corresponding with the SSCSV remains the
same. This proved to be true for the other proﬁle contours as
well. Further investigation of the proﬁle contour effectiveness at
various Reynolds numbers and incoming boundary layer states
were included in Ref. [12]. The performance beneﬁt of each of
the proﬁles was found to be dependent on the Reynolds number.
The L2F-EF and L2F-EF2 produced the largest overall reduction
in loss across the conditions tested; however, at the lowest Reynolds
numbers investigated (Re = 3.0 × 104 and 5.0 × 104), the L2F-EB
design provided the best performance. The beneﬁt of the L2F-EB
was found to be optimal when the blending of fence-like feature
into the blade occurred at a distance approximately equal to the
boundary layer thickness away from the endwall.

Fig. 11 Comparison of secondary total pressure loss distribution in the passage (95%Cx plane) with a planar and contoured
endwall (data from Refs. [23,24]): (a) planar, (b) EWC1, and
(c) EWC2
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Total pressure loss distributions at the passage exit with the two
endwall contours compared with the planar endwall are shown in
Fig. 11. Both contours resulted in signiﬁcant changes to the secondary loss distribution. The EWC1 produced a reduction in the extent
of the upper loss region associated with the SSCSV; however, the
loss core was more concentrated, suggesting a stronger roll-up
and shear. The lower loss region associated with the PV corner
separation was broader in the pitch direction but reduced in
strength. The GA optimized EWC2 resulted in the most radical
changes to the loss distribution of all cases considered. The upper
SEPTEMBER 2021, Vol. 143 / 091007-7
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Fig. 12 Secondary loss development with application of localized steady and pulsed jets (data from Ref. [21]): (a) jets off,
(b) steady jets MR = 0.08%, and (c) pulsed Fj + = 1.2, MR = 0.06%,
Cμ = 0.23%, BR = 4.3

Fig. 13 Endwall jet total pressure loss reduction as a function of
(a) pulsing frequency, with a constant DC and MR and (b) MR
shaded by pulsing frequency

091007-8 / Vol. 143, SEPTEMBER 2021

student t-distribution of multiple measurements at those
frequencies.
The greatest loss reduction occurred when the jets were pulsed
near a reduced frequency of unity. The cyclic response of the
passage vortex at various pulsing conditions is discussed in detail
in Refs. [20,25]. The strength of the passage vortex responded in
a cyclic manner to pulsing. The jets had a strong effect on the
strength and pitchwise location; however, the PV dynamics did
not become fully dependent on the pulsing time period. This
means phase averaging based on the pulsing signal will reveal an
underlying cyclic behavior but may not capture the full strength
and movement of the vortex. The high-speed SPIV did not reveal
a sustained loss of coherence at any of the frequencies investigated.
The large decrease in loss when pulsed near unity is believe to be
due to the combination of jet array characteristics, ﬂow response,
and duty cycle (∼50%). Detailed measurements of the jet array
are included in Ref. [25] which show a sustained effect on the
ﬂow approaching that of a steady jet, when the jet array was
pulsed at Fj + = 1.2 and 50%DC.
Finally, the DC was varied to as low as 14% at pulsing frequencies of 1.2 and 0.4. This produced a variation in MR and more
cyclic jet actuation at F+
j = 1.2. All pulsed jet and steady jet conditions are plotted together versus MR in Fig. 13(b). The points are
colored by actuation frequency (steady jets cases are star
symbols). A strong relationship between loss reduction and MR is
observed. Pulsing the jets near unity provided roughly 30%
greater reduction in total pressure loss compared with the steady
jets operating near the same MR.
Finally, Fig. 14 and Table 2 are included as summaries of the
effect of each technique on the passage total pressure loss.
Figure 14 shows the downstream pitchwise integrated total pressure
loss coefﬁcient along the span. The loss proﬁle of the L2F baseline
ﬂat endwall is comprised of two loss cores. The upper loss core is
linked to the corner separation and extent of the SSCSV. The
lower loss core can be associated primarily with the passage
vortex. In the case of the endwall proﬁle contours, there was
some reduction in the magnitude of the upper loss core and compression of the secondary loss toward the endwall; however, the
lower loss core associated with the PV was reduced considerably.
The localized endwall jets produced less compression of the
upper loss core toward the endwall, primarily producing a large
reduction and compression of the lower loss core toward the
endwall. This supports the conclusion that the endwall jets primarily
inﬂuence the secondary separation line, passage vortex strength,
and interaction with the corner separation.

Fig. 14 Pitchwise integrated total pressure loss distribution
along the span, downstream 1.5Cx plane: (a) proﬁle contours
[12], (b) localized endwall jets, and (c) optimized endwall
contour [24]
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hook-like loss region associated with SSCSV was no longer
present. The losses in the corner region are reduced signiﬁcantly
compared with the planar endwall conﬁguration. The loss associated with the PV has been shifted away from the endwall due to
the shape contouring. This minimizes the interaction of the PV
with the suction surface ﬂow, reducing the loss in the corner region.
Total pressure loss development for the localized endwall jets is
shown in Fig. 12 with measurements from Ref. [21]. The steady jet
case has a more noticeable effect on the loss development near the
endwall than the proﬁle contouring cases. The loss associated with
the PV region of the ﬂow has reduced signiﬁcantly and shifted
upstream. The loss generated along the interface of the PV and
SSCSV has reduced signiﬁcantly at the exit of the passage. An additional region of loss is noticeable along the pressure side of the
passage for the steady jet case. This region is believed to be due
to the vortical structure noted in the SPIV of Fig. 9, an artifact of
the jet and interruption of the PSHV roll-up.
Pulsed jets were also able to reduce loss to the same degree as the
steady jets, but using lower mass ratios. Figure 12(c) shows the loss
development when the jets were pulsed just above a reduced frequency of unity with a duty cycle of 50%. The MR is 25% lower
for the pulsed case but still produces a noticeable reduction in
losses associated with PV.
The jets were pulsed across a range of frequencies with ﬁxed
∼50% duty cycle and MR to determine whether there was a frequency dependence, or more speciﬁcally whether the endwall
dynamics would respond to certain forcing frequencies. The total
pressure loss reduction compared with the baseline unactuated
case is shown in Fig. 13(a). Error bars on the percent change in
total pressure loss are provided for select frequencies based on

Table 2 Summary of passage total pressure loss reduction
Case
L2F-EF [12]
L2F-EF2 [12]
L2F-EB [12]
EWC1 [23]
EWC2 [24]
Steady jets (MR 0.06%)
Steady jets (MR 0.08%)
Pulsed Fj + = 1 (MR 0.06%)

ΔγPS (%)
−5.2
−4.7
−3.2
−7.8
−8.6
−1.5
−3.9
−2.4

5 Conclusions
Three different endwall loss reduction strategies were implemented in a low-speed linear cascade of front-loaded high-lift
LPT research proﬁles—referred to as the L2F proﬁle. Measurements were made with the same passage aspect ratio, Reynolds
number, and incoming boundary layer characteristics. The ﬁrst
technique, proﬁle contouring, consisted of blending in a low
stagger angle proﬁle into the original L2F proﬁle at or near the junction with the endwall. Three different blending approaches were
discussed in this paper. The second method involved contouring
the endwall shape to reduce losses. The ﬁnal method used an
array of low mass ratio localized endwall jets placed near the
leading edge. Both pulsed and steady actuation was discussed.
The comparison of endwall ﬂow manipulation and loss distribution in and downstream of the passage revealed that the proﬁle contouring and endwall jets primarily reduced the lower loss core
associated with the passage vortex structure. The optimized
endwall contour on the other hand resulted in a larger loss reduction
and acted to primarily reduce the upper loss core associated with the
strong corner separation noted in the baseline planar endwall ﬂow
case.
Together the present paper shows that each loss reduction technique developed for the front-loaded high-lift research airfoil was
effective at minimizing aerodynamic losses in the endwall region.
Furthermore, the secondary loss mechanisms addressed by each
technique differed, providing insight into the application of
endwall loss mitigation strategies in highly loaded designs.
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Nomenclature
f
p
u
v
w
x
y
z
D
N
Q
S
U
Cx
Cµ
F+
BR
DC
SSL
TKE
γ
Δ
ρ

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

frequency
pressure
in-plane lateral velocity component
in-plane vertical velocity component
out-of-plane velocity component
axial coordinate
pitchwise coordinate
spanwise coordinate
diameter
number of jets
Q-criterion
pitch/spacing
velocity magnitude
axial chord
momentum coefﬁcient
reduced frequency
blowing ratio
measured duty cycle
suction side length
turbulent kinetic energy
pressure loss coefﬁcient
difference
density

Subscripts
in
j
out
PS
2D

=
=
=
=
=

inlet freestream
jet
exit freestream
passage/pressure surface
pitchwise integrated

Superscripts
∼ = phase-locked ensemble averaged
¯ = time-averaged
′
= secondary coordinate system
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